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Abstract: Cesium Markup Language (CZML) is an emerging specification for the representation
and exchange of time-dynamic geospatial objects on virtual globes. The principal focus of CZML
is on the definition of time-varying characteristics that are important for applications of geospatial
objects, such as changeable positions/extents, graphical appearances, and other geospatial properties.
Due to its unique ability to stream massive geospatial datasets, CZML is ideally suited for efficient,
incremental streaming to the client in the network environment. Our goal is to explore and outline the
overall perspective of CZML as an efficient schema for representing time-dynamic geospatial objects
on virtual globes. Such a perspective is the topic of the two present companion papers. Here, in the
first part, we provide an overview of CZML and explore two key issues, and their associated solutions,
for representing time-dynamic geospatial objects using CZML: one is how to use CZML properties
to describe time-varying characteristics of geospatial objects, and the other is how to use CZML to
support streaming data. These innovative improvements provide highly-efficient and more reliable
supports for representing time-dynamic geospatial objects. The relevant applications, academic
influence, and future developments of CZML are explored in a second paper.
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1. Introduction

Over the past two decades, virtual globes have become a standard way to integrate, visualize,
and analyze multidisciplinary geospatial information at both local and planetary scales [1–6]. A number
of sophisticated and powerful virtual globes, such as Google Earth [7], NASA World Wind [8],
Cesium [9], and other online Earth browsers, have been developed and, subsequently, accepted
by Earth scientists from different subject fields as convenient platforms to conduct studies, exchange
ideas, present results, and share knowledge with a global perspective in a natural and intuitive
way [10–23]. The primary reason for virtual globes’ success is that they provide more than just a digital
replica of the Earth’s surface with high-resolution images and terrain data. They also offer users
an open framework for efficiently describing, displaying, and understanding their own geospatial
objects in exquisite detail [24]. At present, there are plenty of universal standards/specifications for the
representation and exchange of geospatial objects, such as GML [25], CityGML [26], and 3D Portrayal
Service [27]. Among them, Keyhole Markup Language (KML) [28,29], an XML-based encoding schema,
was adopted by nearly all major virtual globes as the dominant data format for describing custom
geospatial objects [30–33]. As an open standard authorized by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC),
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KML allows users to define how, where, and when custom objects are displayed or animated [34].
Using KML, scientific users can easily create dynamic, interactive displays on virtual globes [24].
Due to the authority and broad scope of applications, KML has become widely used for representing
geospatial objects in the geoscientific environment, allowing spatially-based objects to be distributed,
visualized, and analyzed in one seamless virtual globe interface [35].

In the few years since the approval of the OpenGIS KML 2.2 Encoding Standard (OGC KML
2.2) in 2008 [29], KML has found numerous applications in several branches of geoscience,
including geology [32,36–42], geophysics [43–45], geochemistry [46], climate change [47–49],
weather forecasting [50], natural disaster management [51,52], and online education games [53–55].
These applications primarily use KML to generate geographic annotations and visualizations on
3D virtual globes. While KML has proven to be quite useful for representing geographical maps
and spatially-based geographical information, there remain several serious limitations when using
KML to interact with geospatial objects in a virtual environment. One of the current main limitations
of KML is the lack of advanced capability and necessary flexibility in representing time-dynamic
geospatial objects. It is well known that the Earth is three-dimensional and rapidly changing over
time. With the recent technological advances in geospatial information acquisition, such as global
navigation satellite systems (GNSS), remote sensing (RS), mobile computing, and sensor networks,
the number of time-dynamic geospatial objects and their applications in various disciplines are
steadily increasing [56–60]. Prominent examples of time-dynamic geospatial objects are satellites,
aircraft, cars, ships, wild animals, mobile subscribers, meteorological disasters, forest fires, land cover,
snow coverage in mountains, and tectonic plates [61–64]. Potential applications of time-dynamic
geospatial objects include aerospace, defense, sports, tourism, real-time observations of environmental
change, tracking the path and behavior of moving objects, situation awareness in disaster management,
tectonic reconstructions, and time-based modelling of geologic processes.

The importance of time-dynamic geospatial objects and their applications is sharply increasing.
For most of the applications of time-dynamic geospatial objects, not only the geometrical (including
spatial positions and extents) and graphical (visual appearance) aspects are changing over time, but also
their semantic properties (such as the function of objects) are dynamically updated [65]. Representing
geospatial objects within virtual globes requires the implementation of both the geometrical and
graphical aspects, as well as the time-varying geospatial properties. Unfortunately, up to now, KML’s
support for time-dynamic objects has been limited. Two critical problems that users of virtual globes
may encounter when trying to use KML to represent time-dynamic objects are listed below.

One problem with KML is its deficiency to represent dynamically-updated properties of
time-dynamic geospatial objects, especially when property values can be determined by interpolating
over provided time-tagged samples. In the KML specification prior to version 2.3, a time element
(kml:TimeStamp or kml:TimeSpan) can be associated with a KML Feature (such as a place mark,
a ground overlay, etc.) to restrict the visibility of the data set to a given time [33]. However, this method
is only suited for controlling the geometry and appearance of time-dynamic geospatial objects. It is
not appropriate in cases where time-varying semantics are required. Moreover, even to describe
the time-varying geometry or appearance of a given object, KML still has some prominent issues
affecting the representation and visualization performance. For example, in order to represent a
moving vehicle over a specified period of time, users are required to duplicate the object many times
to create dozens of vehicles, each containing a time element. This mechanism produces a great data
redundancy, and reduces the performance of the virtual globe client. The recently-released OGC KML
2.3 [28] provides two new geometry elements, kml:Track and kml:MultiTrack, to capture and display
the path of moving objects. Those two geometries offer a compact encoding of time series data by
associating a single object with multiple time elements, and also provide the interpolation functionality
for calculating the position of a time-varying object along the track. However, those new functions
relate only to point icons (kml:Point) and 3D models (kml:Model). They cannot be exported to other
frequently-used KML geometry elements, like kml:LineString, kml:LinearRing, or kml:Polygon.
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A second problem faced by KML is that of real-time data transmission for time-dynamic geospatial
information. Due to the limitation of its grammatical rule, KML does not provide the capability for
streaming time-varying data in the network environment. When the virtual globe client processes a
KML-formatted time-dynamic object, the complete dataset associated with that object, often in a large
volume, should be fetched in advance [33]. This limitation makes it extremely difficult to process and
display large-scaled time-dynamic geospatial objects in a real-time manner.

The above-mentioned shortcomings of KML have become more obvious as Earth scientists
struggle to describe and analyze large-scaled, real-time, dynamic objects on virtual globes.There is
a pressing need to provide a more modern, universal, and web-friendly schema to describe
time-dynamic geospatial objects. The recent development of the Cesium Markup Language (CZML)
has produced a great potential for earth scientists to solve this problem. CZML is a JSON-based
schema for describing time-dynamic objects on 3D virtual globes and 2D maps. It represents the
geometry, appearance, and properties of geospatial objects, and accurately specifies how they change
with time. While CZML can also handle traditional static data sets, the principal focus of CZML is on
the definition of time-varying characteristics that are important for applications of geospatial objects:
changeable positions/extents/appearances or other geospatial properties. Furthermore, CZML is also
easily packetized and streamable, making it ideal for real-time, data-driven visualization and analysis
on the web. Hence, CZML is a suitable standard or specification for getting time-dynamic geospatial
objects into web-based virtual globes.

CZML was initiated in 2011 by the Cesium team, an active community started by Analytical
Graphics, Inc. (AGI) (Exton, PA, USA), as a new data format specifically for its open-source,
cross-platform Earth browser named Cesium [9,66]. Since that time, CZML has developed alongside
Cesium, but it can also be implemented in other sophisticated virtual-globe-like clients [66].
The currently-available CZML specification is version 1.0. Up to now CZML is not an OGC specification,
and the development of CZML is still a work in progress. However, because of its treatment of
time-dynamic objects as a first-class citizen, its popularity is growing rapidly so that it is now widely
used in a diverse array of fields for the geospatial industry [9]. Nowadays, plenty of CZML-based
data, tools, and applications are shared on the World Wide Web (cf. the accompanying second paper
of our series). From those perspectives, CZML is complementary to most of the key existing OGC
standards including GML, CityGML and 3D Portrayal Service, even though they are not necessarily
designed for virtual globes. The developers of CZML intend to propose CZML as an international
standard of OGC for the representation and exchange of time-dynamic geospatial objects.

In this paper, we provide an overview of CZML, including its overall structure, underlying
concepts, and main characteristics. For a complete presentation on details of CZML, including the
CZML specification, tools and services, reference documents, examples, applications, and other
materials, we refer the reader to the CZML Guide website [66,67], or to the Cesium Home page [9].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, an overview of CZML is
presented. The principal focus is on the overall structure, as well as a basic concept, the CZML
property for describing geospatial objects. The details of CZML’s functionality are discussed in two
sections: Section 3 introduces how to use CZML properties to describe time-varying characteristics of
geospatial objects, while Section 4 concentrates on CZML’s unique ability to support streaming data.
We believe these key issues and their innovative improvements will provide highly-efficient and more
reliable supports for representing time-dynamic geospatial objects on virtual globes.

2. CZML: Overview

In this section, an overview of CZML (version 1.0) is given. The focus is set on the two
most important aspects: the overall structure of CZML, and the CZML properties for describing
geospatial objects.
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2.1. CZML Overall Structure

CZML is a JSON-based markup language for encoding representations of time-dynamic geospatial
objects. JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a lightweight, text-based, language-independent data
interchange format [68], derived from the ECMAScript programming language [69]. It defines a small
set of structuring rules for the portable representation of structured data, which makes it have a
self-descriptive, but clear, framework. JSON is a text format that is completely programming language
independent. It is not only suitable for humans to read and write, but also suitable for machines to
parse and generate. CZML is a subset of the JSON specification, meaning that a valid CZML document
is also a valid JSON document [66,70].

As with JSON, CZML uses a simple, human-readable notation to record data objects consisting
of a collection of name/value pairs. All the details of geospatial objects, including the geometrical
aspect and the graphical appearance, as well as the semantic property and the time, can be depicted
by CZML. The ultimate result of describing geospatial objects is a CZML document, represented as a
string or a plaintext file with the .czml extension.

As shown in Figure 1, a CZML document is a single array which consists of a set of JSON objects,
and each object-literal element in the array is a CZML packet [67,70]. A CZML packet is a collection of
name/value pairs, which describe the geometrical/graphical/semantic/temporal aspects for a single
geospatial object. Each packet has an id property and several other CZML properties for defining the
object described by the packet. Some of the CZML properties may have other additional sub-properties
to refine the characteristics of the object.
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Figure 1. General structure of a CZML document. The first packet (Packet 1) in a CZML document
must be a document object. A CZML property may have its own sub-properties, just like “Property 2”
in the second packet (Packet 2). In this example, Packet 3 and Packet 4 have the same id, indicating
they are used to describe different aspects of a same geospatial object.

The CZML packet is the basic data unit for processing and analyzing objects, aiming to represent
geospatial objects which may have plenty of dynamically updated characteristics. In a CZML document,
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multiple packets are placed sequentially, and the relationship between different packets is parallel.
In the ordinary course of events, a single geospatial object is represented using a single packet that
describes all of the characteristics associated with the object. However, this is not necessarily the case.
If an object involves large quantities of information to be described, putting the entire object in one
large packet would make it difficult to load the data incrementally. To avoid this problem, a geospatial
object can be divided into multiple CZML packets with the same id, describing different properties
of the same object, or a same property varying with time. The data volume of individual packets
is moderate, fitting for incremental loading and displaying on virtual globes. This is particularly
useful when a CZML property is defined over many intervals or when an interval contains many
time-tagged samples. By breaking the complete definition of a geospatial object into multiple packets,
time-dynamic geospatial data can be transmitted progressively over the network environment.

2.2. CZML Properties for Describing Geospatial Objects

In CZML, a collection of name/value pairs is used to describe geospatial objects by means of
explicit enumeration. Each pair of name/value records a specific aspect of a data object, like the
location, extent, appearance, or semantics. Such a pair of name/value is called a CZML property.
Table 1 groups CZML properties into two main categories: standard and extended properties. The table
also includes three additional criteria that CZML users should consider: whether or not a property
possesses additional sub-properties, whether to allow changing over time, and the level of support for
interpolating an unknown value (see Section 3).

A standard property is one that describes the most frequently used aspect of a geospatial object.
As shown in Table 1, the standard properties are classified into three different groups: Group 1,
Group 2, and Group 3, depending on their characteristics and functions:

• Group 1: This group of standard properties is commonly used to record the general information
of a geospatial object or a CZML document object.

• Group 2: This group of standard properties is used to define the position/orientation or the
custom properties of a geospatial object, or the suggested camera location when viewing the
object, or an interval of time associated with a time-varying property.

• Group 3: This group of standard properties is used to describe the geometry (positions and
extents) and graphical appearance of a geospatial object. Such a property is called a CZML
geometry property.

CZML provides 15 types of geometry properties to describe the geometry of geospatial objects.
Using geometry properties listed in Table 2, users of CZML not only can efficiently define simple
geometric shapes, like points, polylines and polygons, but also can conveniently describe several
complicated shapes and volumes, like ellipsoids, cylinders, corridors, and 3D models.

In CZML, individual geometry properties may contain several additional sub-properties.
Table 2 lists some of the most frequently used sub-properties defined for each geometry property.
A sub-property also can contain its own sub-properties. All those sub-properties are used to control the
visual appearance and graphical style of geospatial objects, such as the visibility, color, material, texture,
and other exclusive, personalized characteristics. Most of those sub-properties can be combined with
the interval property to represent dynamically updated graphical styles or visual appearances for
geospatial objects.

CZML also has an efficient extension mechanism to allow for additional capability beyond what
is available in the standard properties. Based on the requirement of practical applications, users can
customize extended properties to represent more complicated geospatial objects. For example, in order
to represent and visualize complicated geometrical shapes in the space and defense industries, AGI has
provided a series of CZML extensions to support a number of new features such as sensors, vectors,
and fans geometries (cf. Table 1). These extensions use the agi prefix.
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Table 1. Summary of main CZML properties for describing geospatial objects.

Type Property Name Description Sub-Property 1 Changeable 2 Interpolatable 3

Standard property

Group 1

id The ID of the object described by a packet. 7 7 7

delete Whether the client should delete all existing data for this object. 7 7 7

name The name of the object. 7 7 7

parent The ID of the parent object, if any. 7 7 7

version The CZML version being written. 7 7 7

clock The clock settings for the entire data set. 3 3 7

description An HTML description of the object. 3 3 7

availability The set of time intervals over which data for an object is available. 7 7 7

Group 2

position The position of the object in the world. 3
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point A point or viewport-aligned circle. 3
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polylineVolume A polyline with a volume, or a 2D shape extruded along a polyline. ✓ ₵  ₵  

ellipsoid A closed quadric surface that is a three dimensional analogue of an ellipse. ✓ ₵  ₵  

wall A series of points, which extrude down to the ground. ✓ ₵  ₵  

model A 3D model. ✓ ₵  ₵  

path A polyline defined by the motion of an object over time. ✓ ₵  ₵  

label A string of text. ✓ ₵  ₵  

billboard A viewport-aligned image positioned in the 3D scene, sometimes called a marker. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Extended property 

agi_conicSensor A conical sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_customPatternSensor A custom sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_rectangularSensor A rectangular pyramid sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_fan 
A fan that starts at a point or apex and extends in a specified list of directions from the 

apex. 
✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_vector A graphical vector. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Note: 1 For Sub-property: ✓ marks that this property possesses some additional sub-properties, and ✗ marks that it does not possess any additional sub-property; 2 

For Changeable: ✓ marks that this property allows changing over time, ✗ marks that the property does not allow changing over time, and ₵ marks that only some 

of the sub-properties in this property allow changing over time; 3 For Interpolatable: ✗ marks that this property does not support for interpolating, and ₵ marks 

that only some of the sub-properties in this property are interpolatable. 
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viewFrom A suggested camera location when viewing the object. ✓ ₵  ₵  
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An interval of time, associated with a time-varying property to define its value over 

different time intervals. 
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point A point or viewport-aligned circle. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polyline A line in the scene composed of multiple segments. ✓ ₵  ₵  

rectangle An equiangular quadrilateral. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polygon A closed figure on the surface of the Earth. ✓ ₵  ₵  

ellipse A closed curve on the surface of the Earth. ✓ ₵  ₵  

box A closed rectangular cuboid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

corridor A shape defined by a centerline and width that conforms to the curvature of the globe. ✓ ₵  ₵  

cylinder A cylinder, truncated cone, or cone. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polylineVolume A polyline with a volume, or a 2D shape extruded along a polyline. ✓ ₵  ₵  

ellipsoid A closed quadric surface that is a three dimensional analogue of an ellipse. ✓ ₵  ₵  

wall A series of points, which extrude down to the ground. ✓ ₵  ₵  

model A 3D model. ✓ ₵  ₵  

path A polyline defined by the motion of an object over time. ✓ ₵  ₵  

label A string of text. ✓ ₵  ₵  

billboard A viewport-aligned image positioned in the 3D scene, sometimes called a marker. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Extended property 

agi_conicSensor A conical sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_customPatternSensor A custom sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_rectangularSensor A rectangular pyramid sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_fan 
A fan that starts at a point or apex and extends in a specified list of directions from the 

apex. 
✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_vector A graphical vector. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Note: 1 For Sub-property: ✓ marks that this property possesses some additional sub-properties, and ✗ marks that it does not possess any additional sub-property; 2 

For Changeable: ✓ marks that this property allows changing over time, ✗ marks that the property does not allow changing over time, and ₵ marks that only some 

of the sub-properties in this property allow changing over time; 3 For Interpolatable: ✗ marks that this property does not support for interpolating, and ₵ marks 

that only some of the sub-properties in this property are interpolatable. 

  

rectangle An equiangular quadrilateral. 3
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Table 1. Summary of main CZML properties for describing geospatial objects. 

Type Property Name Description Sub-Property 1 Changeable 2 Interpolatable 3 

Standard 

property 

Group 1 

id The ID of the object described by a packet. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

delete Whether the client should delete all existing data for this object. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

name The name of the object. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

parent The ID of the parent object, if any. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

version The CZML version being written. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

clock The clock settings for the entire data set. ✓ ✓ ✗ 

description An HTML description of the object. ✓ ✓ ✗ 

availability The set of time intervals over which data for an object is available. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

Group 2 

position The position of the object in the world. ✓ ₵  ₵  

properties A set of custom properties for the object. ✓ ₵  ₵  

orientation The orientation of the object in the world. ✓ ₵  ₵  

viewFrom A suggested camera location when viewing the object. ✓ ₵  ₵  

interval 
An interval of time, associated with a time-varying property to define its value over 

different time intervals. 
✗ ✗ ✗ 

Group 3 

point A point or viewport-aligned circle. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polyline A line in the scene composed of multiple segments. ✓ ₵  ₵  

rectangle An equiangular quadrilateral. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polygon A closed figure on the surface of the Earth. ✓ ₵  ₵  

ellipse A closed curve on the surface of the Earth. ✓ ₵  ₵  

box A closed rectangular cuboid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

corridor A shape defined by a centerline and width that conforms to the curvature of the globe. ✓ ₵  ₵  

cylinder A cylinder, truncated cone, or cone. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polylineVolume A polyline with a volume, or a 2D shape extruded along a polyline. ✓ ₵  ₵  

ellipsoid A closed quadric surface that is a three dimensional analogue of an ellipse. ✓ ₵  ₵  

wall A series of points, which extrude down to the ground. ✓ ₵  ₵  

model A 3D model. ✓ ₵  ₵  

path A polyline defined by the motion of an object over time. ✓ ₵  ₵  

label A string of text. ✓ ₵  ₵  

billboard A viewport-aligned image positioned in the 3D scene, sometimes called a marker. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Extended property 

agi_conicSensor A conical sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_customPatternSensor A custom sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_rectangularSensor A rectangular pyramid sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_fan 
A fan that starts at a point or apex and extends in a specified list of directions from the 

apex. 
✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_vector A graphical vector. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Note: 1 For Sub-property: ✓ marks that this property possesses some additional sub-properties, and ✗ marks that it does not possess any additional sub-property; 2 

For Changeable: ✓ marks that this property allows changing over time, ✗ marks that the property does not allow changing over time, and ₵ marks that only some 

of the sub-properties in this property allow changing over time; 3 For Interpolatable: ✗ marks that this property does not support for interpolating, and ₵ marks 

that only some of the sub-properties in this property are interpolatable. 
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Type Property Name Description Sub-Property 1 Changeable 2 Interpolatable 3 
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property 

Group 1 
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An interval of time, associated with a time-varying property to define its value over 

different time intervals. 
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point A point or viewport-aligned circle. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polyline A line in the scene composed of multiple segments. ✓ ₵  ₵  

rectangle An equiangular quadrilateral. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polygon A closed figure on the surface of the Earth. ✓ ₵  ₵  

ellipse A closed curve on the surface of the Earth. ✓ ₵  ₵  

box A closed rectangular cuboid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

corridor A shape defined by a centerline and width that conforms to the curvature of the globe. ✓ ₵  ₵  

cylinder A cylinder, truncated cone, or cone. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polylineVolume A polyline with a volume, or a 2D shape extruded along a polyline. ✓ ₵  ₵  

ellipsoid A closed quadric surface that is a three dimensional analogue of an ellipse. ✓ ₵  ₵  

wall A series of points, which extrude down to the ground. ✓ ₵  ₵  

model A 3D model. ✓ ₵  ₵  

path A polyline defined by the motion of an object over time. ✓ ₵  ₵  

label A string of text. ✓ ₵  ₵  

billboard A viewport-aligned image positioned in the 3D scene, sometimes called a marker. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Extended property 

agi_conicSensor A conical sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_customPatternSensor A custom sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_rectangularSensor A rectangular pyramid sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_fan 
A fan that starts at a point or apex and extends in a specified list of directions from the 

apex. 
✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_vector A graphical vector. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Note: 1 For Sub-property: ✓ marks that this property possesses some additional sub-properties, and ✗ marks that it does not possess any additional sub-property; 2 

For Changeable: ✓ marks that this property allows changing over time, ✗ marks that the property does not allow changing over time, and ₵ marks that only some 

of the sub-properties in this property allow changing over time; 3 For Interpolatable: ✗ marks that this property does not support for interpolating, and ₵ marks 

that only some of the sub-properties in this property are interpolatable. 

  

polygon A closed figure on the surface of the Earth. 3
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Table 1. Summary of main CZML properties for describing geospatial objects. 

Type Property Name Description Sub-Property 1 Changeable 2 Interpolatable 3 

Standard 

property 

Group 1 

id The ID of the object described by a packet. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

delete Whether the client should delete all existing data for this object. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

name The name of the object. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

parent The ID of the parent object, if any. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

version The CZML version being written. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

clock The clock settings for the entire data set. ✓ ✓ ✗ 

description An HTML description of the object. ✓ ✓ ✗ 

availability The set of time intervals over which data for an object is available. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

Group 2 

position The position of the object in the world. ✓ ₵  ₵  

properties A set of custom properties for the object. ✓ ₵  ₵  

orientation The orientation of the object in the world. ✓ ₵  ₵  

viewFrom A suggested camera location when viewing the object. ✓ ₵  ₵  

interval 
An interval of time, associated with a time-varying property to define its value over 

different time intervals. 
✗ ✗ ✗ 

Group 3 

point A point or viewport-aligned circle. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polyline A line in the scene composed of multiple segments. ✓ ₵  ₵  

rectangle An equiangular quadrilateral. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polygon A closed figure on the surface of the Earth. ✓ ₵  ₵  

ellipse A closed curve on the surface of the Earth. ✓ ₵  ₵  

box A closed rectangular cuboid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

corridor A shape defined by a centerline and width that conforms to the curvature of the globe. ✓ ₵  ₵  

cylinder A cylinder, truncated cone, or cone. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polylineVolume A polyline with a volume, or a 2D shape extruded along a polyline. ✓ ₵  ₵  

ellipsoid A closed quadric surface that is a three dimensional analogue of an ellipse. ✓ ₵  ₵  

wall A series of points, which extrude down to the ground. ✓ ₵  ₵  

model A 3D model. ✓ ₵  ₵  

path A polyline defined by the motion of an object over time. ✓ ₵  ₵  

label A string of text. ✓ ₵  ₵  

billboard A viewport-aligned image positioned in the 3D scene, sometimes called a marker. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Extended property 

agi_conicSensor A conical sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_customPatternSensor A custom sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_rectangularSensor A rectangular pyramid sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_fan 
A fan that starts at a point or apex and extends in a specified list of directions from the 

apex. 
✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_vector A graphical vector. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Note: 1 For Sub-property: ✓ marks that this property possesses some additional sub-properties, and ✗ marks that it does not possess any additional sub-property; 2 

For Changeable: ✓ marks that this property allows changing over time, ✗ marks that the property does not allow changing over time, and ₵ marks that only some 

of the sub-properties in this property allow changing over time; 3 For Interpolatable: ✗ marks that this property does not support for interpolating, and ₵ marks 

that only some of the sub-properties in this property are interpolatable. 
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Table 1. Summary of main CZML properties for describing geospatial objects. 

Type Property Name Description Sub-Property 1 Changeable 2 Interpolatable 3 
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property 

Group 1 

id The ID of the object described by a packet. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

delete Whether the client should delete all existing data for this object. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

name The name of the object. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

parent The ID of the parent object, if any. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

version The CZML version being written. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

clock The clock settings for the entire data set. ✓ ✓ ✗ 

description An HTML description of the object. ✓ ✓ ✗ 

availability The set of time intervals over which data for an object is available. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

Group 2 

position The position of the object in the world. ✓ ₵  ₵  

properties A set of custom properties for the object. ✓ ₵  ₵  

orientation The orientation of the object in the world. ✓ ₵  ₵  

viewFrom A suggested camera location when viewing the object. ✓ ₵  ₵  

interval 
An interval of time, associated with a time-varying property to define its value over 

different time intervals. 
✗ ✗ ✗ 

Group 3 

point A point or viewport-aligned circle. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polyline A line in the scene composed of multiple segments. ✓ ₵  ₵  

rectangle An equiangular quadrilateral. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polygon A closed figure on the surface of the Earth. ✓ ₵  ₵  

ellipse A closed curve on the surface of the Earth. ✓ ₵  ₵  

box A closed rectangular cuboid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

corridor A shape defined by a centerline and width that conforms to the curvature of the globe. ✓ ₵  ₵  

cylinder A cylinder, truncated cone, or cone. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polylineVolume A polyline with a volume, or a 2D shape extruded along a polyline. ✓ ₵  ₵  

ellipsoid A closed quadric surface that is a three dimensional analogue of an ellipse. ✓ ₵  ₵  

wall A series of points, which extrude down to the ground. ✓ ₵  ₵  

model A 3D model. ✓ ₵  ₵  

path A polyline defined by the motion of an object over time. ✓ ₵  ₵  

label A string of text. ✓ ₵  ₵  

billboard A viewport-aligned image positioned in the 3D scene, sometimes called a marker. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Extended property 

agi_conicSensor A conical sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_customPatternSensor A custom sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_rectangularSensor A rectangular pyramid sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_fan 
A fan that starts at a point or apex and extends in a specified list of directions from the 

apex. 
✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_vector A graphical vector. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Note: 1 For Sub-property: ✓ marks that this property possesses some additional sub-properties, and ✗ marks that it does not possess any additional sub-property; 2 

For Changeable: ✓ marks that this property allows changing over time, ✗ marks that the property does not allow changing over time, and ₵ marks that only some 

of the sub-properties in this property allow changing over time; 3 For Interpolatable: ✗ marks that this property does not support for interpolating, and ₵ marks 

that only some of the sub-properties in this property are interpolatable. 

  

ellipse A closed curve on the surface of the Earth. 3
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Table 1. Summary of main CZML properties for describing geospatial objects. 

Type Property Name Description Sub-Property 1 Changeable 2 Interpolatable 3 

Standard 

property 

Group 1 

id The ID of the object described by a packet. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

delete Whether the client should delete all existing data for this object. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

name The name of the object. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

parent The ID of the parent object, if any. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

version The CZML version being written. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

clock The clock settings for the entire data set. ✓ ✓ ✗ 

description An HTML description of the object. ✓ ✓ ✗ 

availability The set of time intervals over which data for an object is available. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

Group 2 

position The position of the object in the world. ✓ ₵  ₵  

properties A set of custom properties for the object. ✓ ₵  ₵  

orientation The orientation of the object in the world. ✓ ₵  ₵  

viewFrom A suggested camera location when viewing the object. ✓ ₵  ₵  

interval 
An interval of time, associated with a time-varying property to define its value over 

different time intervals. 
✗ ✗ ✗ 

Group 3 

point A point or viewport-aligned circle. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polyline A line in the scene composed of multiple segments. ✓ ₵  ₵  

rectangle An equiangular quadrilateral. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polygon A closed figure on the surface of the Earth. ✓ ₵  ₵  

ellipse A closed curve on the surface of the Earth. ✓ ₵  ₵  

box A closed rectangular cuboid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

corridor A shape defined by a centerline and width that conforms to the curvature of the globe. ✓ ₵  ₵  

cylinder A cylinder, truncated cone, or cone. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polylineVolume A polyline with a volume, or a 2D shape extruded along a polyline. ✓ ₵  ₵  

ellipsoid A closed quadric surface that is a three dimensional analogue of an ellipse. ✓ ₵  ₵  

wall A series of points, which extrude down to the ground. ✓ ₵  ₵  

model A 3D model. ✓ ₵  ₵  

path A polyline defined by the motion of an object over time. ✓ ₵  ₵  

label A string of text. ✓ ₵  ₵  

billboard A viewport-aligned image positioned in the 3D scene, sometimes called a marker. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Extended property 

agi_conicSensor A conical sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_customPatternSensor A custom sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_rectangularSensor A rectangular pyramid sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_fan 
A fan that starts at a point or apex and extends in a specified list of directions from the 

apex. 
✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_vector A graphical vector. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Note: 1 For Sub-property: ✓ marks that this property possesses some additional sub-properties, and ✗ marks that it does not possess any additional sub-property; 2 

For Changeable: ✓ marks that this property allows changing over time, ✗ marks that the property does not allow changing over time, and ₵ marks that only some 

of the sub-properties in this property allow changing over time; 3 For Interpolatable: ✗ marks that this property does not support for interpolating, and ₵ marks 

that only some of the sub-properties in this property are interpolatable. 
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Table 1. Summary of main CZML properties for describing geospatial objects. 

Type Property Name Description Sub-Property 1 Changeable 2 Interpolatable 3 

Standard 

property 

Group 1 

id The ID of the object described by a packet. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

delete Whether the client should delete all existing data for this object. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

name The name of the object. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

parent The ID of the parent object, if any. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

version The CZML version being written. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

clock The clock settings for the entire data set. ✓ ✓ ✗ 

description An HTML description of the object. ✓ ✓ ✗ 

availability The set of time intervals over which data for an object is available. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

Group 2 

position The position of the object in the world. ✓ ₵  ₵  

properties A set of custom properties for the object. ✓ ₵  ₵  

orientation The orientation of the object in the world. ✓ ₵  ₵  

viewFrom A suggested camera location when viewing the object. ✓ ₵  ₵  

interval 
An interval of time, associated with a time-varying property to define its value over 

different time intervals. 
✗ ✗ ✗ 

Group 3 

point A point or viewport-aligned circle. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polyline A line in the scene composed of multiple segments. ✓ ₵  ₵  

rectangle An equiangular quadrilateral. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polygon A closed figure on the surface of the Earth. ✓ ₵  ₵  

ellipse A closed curve on the surface of the Earth. ✓ ₵  ₵  

box A closed rectangular cuboid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

corridor A shape defined by a centerline and width that conforms to the curvature of the globe. ✓ ₵  ₵  

cylinder A cylinder, truncated cone, or cone. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polylineVolume A polyline with a volume, or a 2D shape extruded along a polyline. ✓ ₵  ₵  

ellipsoid A closed quadric surface that is a three dimensional analogue of an ellipse. ✓ ₵  ₵  

wall A series of points, which extrude down to the ground. ✓ ₵  ₵  

model A 3D model. ✓ ₵  ₵  

path A polyline defined by the motion of an object over time. ✓ ₵  ₵  

label A string of text. ✓ ₵  ₵  

billboard A viewport-aligned image positioned in the 3D scene, sometimes called a marker. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Extended property 

agi_conicSensor A conical sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_customPatternSensor A custom sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_rectangularSensor A rectangular pyramid sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_fan 
A fan that starts at a point or apex and extends in a specified list of directions from the 

apex. 
✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_vector A graphical vector. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Note: 1 For Sub-property: ✓ marks that this property possesses some additional sub-properties, and ✗ marks that it does not possess any additional sub-property; 2 

For Changeable: ✓ marks that this property allows changing over time, ✗ marks that the property does not allow changing over time, and ₵ marks that only some 

of the sub-properties in this property allow changing over time; 3 For Interpolatable: ✗ marks that this property does not support for interpolating, and ₵ marks 

that only some of the sub-properties in this property are interpolatable. 

  

box A closed rectangular cuboid. 3
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Standard 

property 

Group 1 

id The ID of the object described by a packet. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

delete Whether the client should delete all existing data for this object. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

name The name of the object. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

parent The ID of the parent object, if any. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

version The CZML version being written. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

clock The clock settings for the entire data set. ✓ ✓ ✗ 

description An HTML description of the object. ✓ ✓ ✗ 

availability The set of time intervals over which data for an object is available. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

Group 2 

position The position of the object in the world. ✓ ₵  ₵  

properties A set of custom properties for the object. ✓ ₵  ₵  

orientation The orientation of the object in the world. ✓ ₵  ₵  

viewFrom A suggested camera location when viewing the object. ✓ ₵  ₵  

interval 
An interval of time, associated with a time-varying property to define its value over 

different time intervals. 
✗ ✗ ✗ 

Group 3 

point A point or viewport-aligned circle. ✓ ₵  ₵  
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For Changeable: ✓ marks that this property allows changing over time, ✗ marks that the property does not allow changing over time, and ₵ marks that only some 

of the sub-properties in this property allow changing over time; 3 For Interpolatable: ✗ marks that this property does not support for interpolating, and ₵ marks 

that only some of the sub-properties in this property are interpolatable. 
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corridor A shape defined by a centerline and width that conforms to the curvature of the globe. 3
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cylinder A cylinder, truncated cone, or cone. 3
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polylineVolume A polyline with a volume, or a 2D shape extruded along a polyline. 3
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ellipsoid A closed quadric surface that is a three dimensional analogue of an ellipse. 3
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description An HTML description of the object. ✓ ✓ ✗ 

availability The set of time intervals over which data for an object is available. ✗ ✗ ✗ 

Group 2 

position The position of the object in the world. ✓ ₵  ₵  

properties A set of custom properties for the object. ✓ ₵  ₵  

orientation The orientation of the object in the world. ✓ ₵  ₵  

viewFrom A suggested camera location when viewing the object. ✓ ₵  ₵  

interval 
An interval of time, associated with a time-varying property to define its value over 

different time intervals. 
✗ ✗ ✗ 

Group 3 

point A point or viewport-aligned circle. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polyline A line in the scene composed of multiple segments. ✓ ₵  ₵  

rectangle An equiangular quadrilateral. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polygon A closed figure on the surface of the Earth. ✓ ₵  ₵  

ellipse A closed curve on the surface of the Earth. ✓ ₵  ₵  

box A closed rectangular cuboid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

corridor A shape defined by a centerline and width that conforms to the curvature of the globe. ✓ ₵  ₵  

cylinder A cylinder, truncated cone, or cone. ✓ ₵  ₵  

polylineVolume A polyline with a volume, or a 2D shape extruded along a polyline. ✓ ₵  ₵  

ellipsoid A closed quadric surface that is a three dimensional analogue of an ellipse. ✓ ₵  ₵  

wall A series of points, which extrude down to the ground. ✓ ₵  ₵  

model A 3D model. ✓ ₵  ₵  

path A polyline defined by the motion of an object over time. ✓ ₵  ₵  

label A string of text. ✓ ₵  ₵  

billboard A viewport-aligned image positioned in the 3D scene, sometimes called a marker. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Extended property 

agi_conicSensor A conical sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_customPatternSensor A custom sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_rectangularSensor A rectangular pyramid sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_fan 
A fan that starts at a point or apex and extends in a specified list of directions from the 

apex. 
✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_vector A graphical vector. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Note: 1 For Sub-property: ✓ marks that this property possesses some additional sub-properties, and ✗ marks that it does not possess any additional sub-property; 2 

For Changeable: ✓ marks that this property allows changing over time, ✗ marks that the property does not allow changing over time, and ₵ marks that only some 

of the sub-properties in this property allow changing over time; 3 For Interpolatable: ✗ marks that this property does not support for interpolating, and ₵ marks 

that only some of the sub-properties in this property are interpolatable. 
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wall A series of points, which extrude down to the ground. 3
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model A 3D model. 3
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path A polyline defined by the motion of an object over time. 3
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label A string of text. 3
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agi_rectangularSensor A rectangular pyramid sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. 3
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agi_fan A fan that starts at a point or apex and extends in a specified list of directions from the apex. 3
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agi_vector A graphical vector. 3
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ellipsoid A closed quadric surface that is a three dimensional analogue of an ellipse. ✓ ₵  ₵  

wall A series of points, which extrude down to the ground. ✓ ₵  ₵  

model A 3D model. ✓ ₵  ₵  

path A polyline defined by the motion of an object over time. ✓ ₵  ₵  

label A string of text. ✓ ₵  ₵  

billboard A viewport-aligned image positioned in the 3D scene, sometimes called a marker. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Extended property 

agi_conicSensor A conical sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_customPatternSensor A custom sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_rectangularSensor A rectangular pyramid sensor volume taking into account occlusion of an ellipsoid. ✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_fan 
A fan that starts at a point or apex and extends in a specified list of directions from the 

apex. 
✓ ₵  ₵  

agi_vector A graphical vector. ✓ ₵  ₵  

Note: 1 For Sub-property: ✓ marks that this property possesses some additional sub-properties, and ✗ marks that it does not possess any additional sub-property; 2 

For Changeable: ✓ marks that this property allows changing over time, ✗ marks that the property does not allow changing over time, and ₵ marks that only some 

of the sub-properties in this property allow changing over time; 3 For Interpolatable: ✗ marks that this property does not support for interpolating, and ₵ marks 

that only some of the sub-properties in this property are interpolatable. 

  

marks that only some of the sub-properties in this property are interpolatable.
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Table 2. Summary of CZML geometry properties for describing the geometry of geospatial objects.

Geometry
Property Location Definition Additional Sub-Properties Illustration

point position-dependent show, color, pixelSize, scaleByDistance, outlineColor, outlineWidth, heightReference, and translucencyByDistance.
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Table 2. Cont.

Geometry
Property Location Definition Additional Sub-Properties Illustration

model position-dependent show, gltf, scale, runAnimations, incrementallyLoadTextures, minimumPixelSize, maximumScale, shadows, heightReference, silhouetteColor, silhouetteSize, color,
colorBlendMode, colorBlendAmount, and nodeTransformations.
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3. CZML Properties Varying with Time

3.1. Static Versus Dynamic Properties

One of the prime merits of CZML is the ability to accurately describe time-varying characteristics
of geospatial objects, including their geometrical aspects, graphical appearances, and semantic
properties. As listed in Table 1, not all CZML properties are time-varying, though many of them are,
particularly most of the sub-properties defined for CZML geometry properties. According to their
changeability, CZML properties can be divided into two categories: static and dynamic properties.
The value of a static property is constant across the entire life cycle of the described object. Examples
of static properties are the id, delete, name, parent, availability, and version properties. On the contrary,
the value of a dynamic property is optionally changing over different time intervals or moments.

Furthermore, CZML properties can be classified into two different types: interpolatable and
uninterpolatable, depending on the level of support for interpolating an unknown property value at
any given time. All the static properties are uninterpolatable since their values are constant across
time. Dynamic properties are more complex than static properties. Some of the dynamic properties,
such as the clock and description properties, and the show sub-property, are uninterpolatable because
they represent the semantics of the described object, and their data types are string or boolean.
Other dynamic properties, notably properties that represent the positions of objects, are interpolatable
as they are number-type properties. Prominent examples of interpolatable properties are the position
property in a packet, as well as the positions/coordinates/color/scale sub-properties for a CZML geometry
property. The interpolatable properties also can be called as the sampled properties because their
values can be determined by interpolating over provided time-tagged samples.

For defining time-varying dynamic properties, there are two cases to be considered: one is to
specify properties using time intervals, and one is to specify properties using time tags [33]. The time
interval represents an extent in time bounded by a begin time and an end time. The time tag represents a
single moment in time. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 will describe how to use time intervals or time tags to specify
a time-varying dynamic property to a series of time spans or a collection of moments, respectively.

3.2. Specifying Time-Varying Properties Using Time Intervals

In CZML, the value of the interval property is specified using an ISO8601 date and time string [71].
It represents a period of time, which is associated with a time-varying property to specify different
property values over different time intervals. The time-varying property possesses a fixed value over a
time interval, and may possess other constants over other intervals. Any dynamic property, whether it
is represented with one of the simple JSON data types (string, number, or boolean) or is represented
by a complicated composite array (such as a Cartesian position or a color), can be associated with the
interval property to define its different values over different time intervals.

Figure 2 illustrates how to use the interval property to define the values of a time-varying property
over a series of time intervals. In general, the value of the described CZML property (here, named
“someIntervalProperty”) is a JSON array, where each element in the array is an object literally defining
the value of the property for a different interval of time [70]. The time intervals defined by multiple
interval properties for a same property, such as TimeInterval_1 and TimeInterval_2 in Figure 2, may be
contiguous or discrete. If two time intervals are contiguous, the transition of the property value
from one interval to the next is an instant change. If there is a time gap between two discrete time
intervals, the property value associated with this time gap is unknown, and it cannot be calculated by
interpolating along the timeline.

Here we illustrate how to use the interval property to animate a time-varying polygon that
transitions instantly from one time interval to the next (the structural outline of this CZML file is
shown in Appendix A). As shown in Figure 3 and the online application [72], the polygon has different
geometries, appearances, and descriptions over four different intervals of time, the first from 16:00
to 16:20 where the polygon is a pink quadrilateral (Figure 3a), the second from 16:20 to 16:30 where
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the polygon is a pink triangle (Figure 3b), the third from 16:30 to 16:40 where the polygon is a cyan
triangle (Figure 3c), and the fourth from 16:40 to 17:00 where the polygon is a cyan quadrilateral
(Figure 3d). This example also demonstrates that the interval property not only can be used to control
the time-varying change of the simple number-type/string-type CZML properties, but also can be
used to deal with complicated composite property values, such as the positions and color sub-properties
for a polygon property.
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Figure 3. An animated polygon varying over a series of time intervals: (a) TimeInterval_1 (from 16:00
to 16:20); (b) TimeInterval_2 (from 16:20 to 16:30); (c) TimeInterval_3 (from 16:30 to 16:40); and (d)
TimeInterval_4 (from 16:40 to 17:00).
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3.3. Specifying Time-Varying Properties Using Time Tags

CZML offers a relatively easy way to specify and interpolate time-tagged dynamic properties
on virtual globes. Time tags are specified using ISO8601 date and time strings [71] or seconds
since an epoch. Property values in between two time tags can be automatically interpolated in the
CZML clients. Therefore, the time-varying property can change its value over every second. At the
same time, the CZML client will produce a continuous and smooth visible animation through the
automatic interpolation.

It should be pointed out that not all dynamic properties are allowed to change their values by
interpolating time-tagged samples. Only those who are explicitly declared as interpolatable in the
CZML specification, generally number-typed properties, are allowed to specify their values using
time tags.

As shown in Figure 4, CZML provides a compact encoding for time series data by associating a
single property with multiple time tags. For a given time-varying property (like “someTaggedProperty”),
a collection of time-tagged samples is listed in a property value array (like “propertyValue”), arranged
as [TimeTag_1, PropertyValue_1, TimeTag_2, PropertyValue_2, . . . ]. CZML provides seven optional
sub-properties that can be associated with the property value array to control the interpolation:

• epoch. In CZML, times can be specified in seconds since an epoch. The epoch sub-property,
specified as an ISO 8601 date and time string [71], defines the time 0.0 for sampling a time-varying
property and associated sub-properties.

• interpolationAlgorithm. This specifies the algorithm to be used for interpolating a value at a
different time from the provided time-tagged data. Possible values are “LINEAR”, “LAGRANGE”,
or “HERMITE” [73–75].

• interpolationDegree. This specifies the degree of the polynomial to use for interpolation.
• forwardExtrapolationType. This specifies the type of extrapolation to perform when a value

is requested at a time after any available samples. Valid values are “NONE”, “HOLD”,
and “EXTRAPOLATE”.

• forwardExtrapolationDuration. This defines the amount of time to extrapolate forward before
the property becomes undefined. It can be used to determine if there is a time gap between
samples specified in different packets.

• backwardExtrapolationType. This specifies the type of extrapolation to perform when a value is
requested at a time before any available samples.

• backwardExtrapolationDuration. This defines the amount of time to extrapolate backward before
the property becomes undefined. This sub-property can be used to determine if there is a time
gap between samples specified in different packets.

We offer an example of using time tags to animate a time-varying flight trajectory with GPS flight
log data. For simplicity, the flight trajectory data has been omitted, and the detailed CZML-formatted
document can be obtained from [73]. In this example, we animate a 3D aircraft model whose id is
“myPlaneObject”. As shown in Figure 5 and the online application [74], the position and the orientation
of the aircraft are changing over time. Therefore, the flight trajectory of the moving aircraft can be
vividly represented using time-tagged positions.
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Figure 5. Example of using time tags to animate a flight trajectory with time-varying positions.
Two figures compare the flight trajectory and the position of the aircraft at the moments of 13:39:31
(a) and 14:30:01 (b).

4. Streaming CZML

For time-dynamic geospatial objects, their positions/extents and/or other geospatial characteristics
are changing continuously over time. Correspondingly, the amount of geospatial data would be
increased rapidly as time goes on. Then, how to structure those increasing geospatial data in order to
incrementally transmit them to the virtual globe client in the network environment, especially when
the datasets are in large volume, is always a challenging problem faced by developers and users of all
online virtual globes [76].

CZML is a JSON-based schema for describing geospatial objects along with their time-varying
properties. It preserves the main advantage of JSON by providing a streamable scene description
for data-driven visualization, making it ideal for efficient, incremental streaming to the client over
the Internet. In CZML, the CZML properties of a single geospatial object can be split into one or
more CZML packets. Each packet can contain as much, or as little, data according to the actual needs.
Multiple packets are placed side by side with a relatively independent relationship, correlated by the
id property. Therefore, users of CZML can freely adjust the data size of an individual packet to control
it not too large, making it well-suited for incremental loading and display on the virtual globe client.
Using the server-sent events (EventSource) API that is widely supported by modern browsers [77],
CZML packets can be progressively transmitted to the client to facilitate high-performance streaming.
When using the EventSource API, each CZML packet is streamed to the client as a separate event.
As a result, the client raises an event when each packet is received, containing the data for just that
one packet. The entire CZML document need not be present on the client before the scene can be
displayed [70]. This approach allows the CZML client to incrementally process CZML packets with
excellent performance, drastically enhancing the capabilities of CZML by arranging the size of data
transfers, and achieves near-real-time transmission, visualization, and analysis of a large volume of
real-time geospatial objects on limited network bandwidth and transferring speed.

As mentioned earlier, in order to stream a large volume of geospatial data efficiently, CZML allows
users to distribute the properties of a geospatial object into several CZML packets. Those packets
possess the same id, and describe different aspects of the same object. This means that each packet
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only describes some partial characteristics of the object, and multiple packets can be linked together
via the same id property to reflect the panorama.

In fact, in some cases, two or more packets with the same id property can even describe the same
CZML property of a geospatial object. This is particularly useful when the property is defined over
many time intervals or when an interval contains many time-tagged samples. When CZML users
describe a time-varying property, putting the entire property data into one large packet would make it
difficult to load the packet incrementally. Loading a very large block of data all at once may lock up
the client until it finishes. In addition, although today’s web browsers allow some access to a stream
before it is complete, parsing and interpreting the incomplete data requires slow and cumbersome
string manipulations [70]. In order to solve this problem, CZML allows users to break the complete
definition of a time-varying property into multiple packets with appropriate sizes. Each packet can be
efficiently transmitted and visualized in the network environment. The CZML client can obtain the
relevant data sooner to minimize the time that the user must wait before the client starts rendering
the scene. This trick allocates the size of data transfers properly while keeping the client responsive,
and allows visualization with almost zero latency on a decent broadband connection.

For example, we capture and describe the position of a moving point object over a long period of
time such that it creates a large number of time-tagged samples. In this situation, the position property
of the moving object can be distributed into multiple CZML packets to support streaming. As shown
in Figure 6, several packets (like Packet_1 and Packet_2) are defined to describe CZML properties
of a single object whose id is “Point_1”. The first packet (Packet_1) includes the id, name and color
properties, as well as four time-tagged positions, indicating the starting point and the following three
samples. The second packet (Packet_2) only contains the id property and four time-tagged positions
following the previous samples. In this manner, a large quantity of time-varying positions can be
divided into numerous packets to transmit incrementally and display synchronously.
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When splitting a time-varying property into multiple CZML packets, the orders of the times and
the property values must be arranged in light of the following rules:

• If the time-varying property is specified using time intervals, it is not necessary to arrange the
time intervals and corresponding property values in order of increasing time intervals, regardless
of whether the property values are placed within a packet or across multiple packets. When the
client receives a CZML packet, it walks through each property contained in the packet. For each
property, it walks through each time interval over which the property is defined. For each time
interval, it determines if the specified time interval has already been defined for the property.
If the time interval has already been defined, the existing interval is updated; otherwise, a new
one is created. When a new time interval overlaps existing intervals, the new interval takes
precedence and the existing intervals are truncated or removed entirely.

• If the time-varying property is specified using time tags, the time tags and corresponding property
values must be ordered by increasing time within a single CZML packet. Across two or more
packets, however, it is not necessary for the time-tagged property values to be presented in
any particular order. However, if adjacent packets are not arranged in order of increasing time,
two additional sub-properties, backwardExtrapolationDuration and forwardExtrapolationDuration
(cf. Section 3.3), need to be employed with the time-tagged property values to ensure reasonable
interpolation when streaming non-contiguous samples. It is not necessary to specify both
backwardExtrapolationDuration and forwardExtrapolationDuration, though one or the other might
be more convenient in different situations. If either is specified, adjacent samples are checked
before interpolation.

Appendix B provides an example of using the backwardExtrapolationDuration and
forwardExtrapolationDuration sub-properties to control the streaming transmission and automatic
interpolation of time-tagged samples.

5. Summary

We have introduced CZML, an alternative markup language that is well-suited to represent
time-dynamic geospatial objects on virtual globes. CZML is an open, web-friendly data format,
specifically designed for the purpose of describing time-dynamic 3D scenes. It completely describes
the geometrical, graphical, and semantic aspects of geospatial objects, and accurately specifies how they
change with time. In addition to representing dynamic positions/extents of geospatial objects, CZML is
also suitable for describing geospatial properties that vary over time, including visual appearances and
semantic properties. A key capability of CZML is the unique ability to stream massive time-dynamic
geospatial datasets, which meets the demand for progressive transmission of geospatial information
on virtual globes. CZML is optimized for streaming and data-driven visualization. A single geospatial
object can be packetized into multiple data units, making it ideal for incrementally loading and
displaying real-time data on virtual globes. These innovative improvements are helpful to promote
the representation, exchange, and visualization of time-dynamic geospatial objects on virtual globes.
CZML is implemented in the Cesium virtual globe designed for the modeling and visualization of
dynamic-data in the geospatial industry, and Part II of this work [78] focuses on relevant applications,
academic influence, and future developments of CZML.
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Appendix A. Using the Interval Property to Animate a Time-Varying Polygon

Here is the CZML code of using the interval property to animate a time-varying polygon that
transitions instantly from one time interval to the next:

{
“id”: “myPolygonObject”,

“name”: “Properties of a polygon over different intervals”,
“availability”: “2012-08-04T16:00:00Z/2012-08-04T17:00:00Z”,
“description”: [{

“interval”: “2012-08-04T16:00:00Z/2012-08-04T16:20:00Z”,//TimeInterval_1
“string”: “Time: 16:00-16:20<br/>Geometry: Quadrilateral<br/>Appearance: Pink”

},
{

“interval”: “2012-08-04T16:20:00Z/2012-08-04T16:30:00Z”,//TimeInterval_2
“string”: “Time: 16:20-16:30<br/>Geometry: Triangle<br/>Appearance: Pink”

},
{

“interval”: “2012-08-04T16:30:00Z/2012-08-04T16:40:00Z”,//TimeInterval_3
“string”: “Time: 16:30-16:40<br/>Geometry: Triangle<br/>Appearance: Cyan”

},
{

“interval”: “2012-08-04T16:40:00Z/2012-08-04T17:00:00Z”,//TimeInterval_4
“string”: “Time: 16:40-17:00<br/>Geometry: Quadrilateral<br/>Appearance: Cyan”

}],
“polygon”: {

“positions”: [{
“interval”: “2012-08-04T16:00:00Z/2012-08-04T16:20:00Z”,//TimeInterval_1
“cartographicDegrees”: [-50,20,0,-50,40,0,-40,40,0,-40,20,0]

},
{

“interval”: “2012-08-04T16:20:00Z/2012-08-04T16:40:00Z”,//TimeInterval_2 &
TimeInterval_3

“cartographicDegrees”: [-35,50,0,-35,10,0,-45,30,0]
},
{

“interval”: “2012-08-04T16:40:00Z/2012-08-04T17:00:00Z”,//TimeInterval_4
“cartographicDegrees”: [-35,50,0,-40,50,0,-40,20,0,-35,20,0]

}],
“material”: {

“solidColor”: {
“color”: [{

“interval”: “2012-08-04T16:00:00Z/2012-08-04T16:30:00Z”,//TimeInterval_1 &
TimeInterval_2

“rgbaf ”: [1,0,1,1]
},
{

“interval”: “2012-08-04T16:30:00Z/2012-08-04T17:00:00Z”,//TimeInterval_3 &
TimeInterval_4

“rgbaf ”: [0,1,1,1]
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}]
}

}
}

}

Appendix B. Using CZML Properties to Control the Streaming Transmission and Automatic
Interpolation of Time-Tagged Samples

Here is an example of using the backwardExtrapolationDuration and forwardExtrapolationDuration
sub-properties to control the streaming transmission and automatic interpolation of
time-tagged samples:

[{
// Packet_1
“id”: “myObject1”,
“someInterpolatableProperty”: {

“epoch”: “2012-04-30T12:00:00Z”,
“cartesian”: [

0.0,1.0,2.0,3.0,
1.0,4.0,5.0,6.0,
2.0,7.0,8.0,9.0,
3.0,10.0,11.0,12.0

],
“backwardExtrapolationDuration”: 0,
“forwardExtrapolationDuration”: 4.0

}
},
{

// Packet_2
“id”: “myObject1”,
“someInterpolatableProperty”: {

“cartesian”: [
8.0,25.0,26.0,27.0,
9.0,28.0,29.0,30.0,
10.0,31.0,32.0,33.0

],
“backwardExtrapolationDuration”: 7.0,
“forwardExtrapolationDuration”: 11.0

}
},
{

// Packet_3
“id”: “myObject1”,
“someInterpolatableProperty”: {

“cartesian”: [
4.0,13.0,14.0,15.0,
5.0,16.0,17.0,18.0,
6.0,19.0,20.0,21.0,
7.0,22.0,23.0,24.0

],
“backwardExtrapolationDuration”: 3.0,
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“forwardExtrapolationDuration”: 8.0
}

},
. . . // More packets

]

In this example, the time-varying property (“someInterpolatableProperty”) has sampled values
at times 0.0 through 10.0, inclusive, at 1.0 s intervals, and the time-tagged samples are distributed
into three packets. The first packet (Packet_1) contains times 0.0 through 3.0, the second packet
(Packet_2) contains times 8.0 through 10.0, and the third packet (Packet_3) contains times 4.0 through
7.0. Obviously, those packets are not presented in order of increasing time.

When receiving the first two packets, the CZML client would find a time gap between times
3.0 and 8.0 because it has not yet received the third packet containing times 4.0 through 7.0. If the
backwardExtrapolationDuration and forwardExtrapolationDuration sub-properties do not appear in the
first two packets, the CZML client would fill the gap preferentially by interpolating across those
two packets. This probably produces a significant difference with the actual data as provided in
Packet_3, because interpolating across this gap can result in a very wrong-looking scene, especially
with higher-degree interpolation.

However, this problem can be efficiently resolved using the backwardExtrapolationDuration and
forwardExtrapolationDuration sub-properties, as in our example above. In Packet_1, the value of the
forwardExtrapolationDuration property is specified as 4.0. This property explicitly tells the CZML client
that the next sample time after 3.0 is 4.0. If the next sample it has after 3.0 is 8.0, as in our code above,
the client knows that there is a gap, and it will wait for more data before interpolating at a time within
that gap. Similarly, the backwardExtrapolationDuration and forwardExtrapolationDuration sub-properties
specified in Packet_2 and Packet_3 also play the same role.
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